[The multifactor method of EEG separation into the cortical and deep components].
A new method of separation of multichannel brain electrical activity into cortical and subcortical components with the help of multifactor analysis is proposed. The method provides a means for isolation and, consequently, more reliable localization of sources of electrical activity not only in deep brain structures (on the basis of the dipole model) but also on the cortical surface. The proposed method does not depend on the rotation and interpretation of factors, and no data losses occur. The mufasel algorithm is based on integration of all selected factors (within a particular EEG or EP time segment) in two groups using a statistical criterion, which defines general and specific factors. It is assumed that general factors loaded with highly correlated derivations predominantly describe the electrical activity of deep brain structures, whereas specific factors loaded by the dynamics of electrical activity in individual derivations, reflect the integrated activity of cortical brain structures.